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Abstract 
A path P of a graph G is called a D~-path if every component of G\V(P) has order less than 
2. In particular, a D~-path is a hamiltonian path. Given a graph G, let H~,H2 be subgraphs of 
G, we define the distance between/-/1 and H2 in G, denoted by d(H1, H2), to be the length of a 
shortest path in G starting at a vertex of H~ and ending at a vertex of/-/2. If G contains two con- 
nected subgraphs of order )~ at distance two, then NC2~(G) denotes rnin {IN(H1)UN(H2)I[ H1 
and //2 are connected subgraphs of order 2 with d(H1,Hz) -- 2}; otherwise, NC2;.(G) = n - 
22 + 1. Bauer, Fan and Veldman proved that a graph G of order n contains a D~-path if G is 
2-connected and NC2x(G)>>.(2n +2) /3 -  22. They also conjectured that G contains a D~-path if 
G is 2-connected and NC2~(G)>~(n + 3)/2 -22.  In this paper, we prove this conjecture is true 
and the bound (n+3) /2-22 is best possible. In particular, for ;t = 1, it also solves Lindquester's 
conjecture about hamiltonian paths (Dl-paths) in graphs with large neighborhood unions. 
Keywords: Hamiltonian path; Traceable graph; D~-path; Neighborhood unions 
1. Introduction and main results 
We consider only finite, simple and connected graphs. For terminology and notation 
not defined here we refer to [2]. 
Throughout his paper, let G be a graph of order n and 2 a positive integer. As in 
[8], a path P (a cycle C, respectively) of G is called a D~-path (D~-cycle, respectively) 
if every component of G\V(P)  (G \V(C) ,  respectively) has order smaller than 2. A 
graph containing a D~-path (D)-cycle, respectively) is called D~,-traceable (D~-cyclic, 
respectively). In particular, a Dl-path is a hamiltonian path and a Dl-cycle is a hamil- 
tonian cycle, Dl-traceable graph is traceable graph and Dl-cyclic graph is hamiltonian 
graph. Given a graph G, let H, HI and/ /2 be subgraphs of G, by N(H)  we denote the 
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set of vertices in V(G)\V(H) that are adjacent to at least one vertex of H, the vertices 
in N(H) are called neighbors of H. We define the distance between Hi and //2 in 
G, denoted by d(H1,112), to be the length of a shortest path in G starting at a vertex 
of Hi and ending at a vertex of/-/2. In particular, we use d(vl,v2) and N(v) instead 
of d({vl}, {v2}) and N({v}), respectively. Note that d(v)= IN(v)]. As in [8], we call 
HI and//2 remote if d(Hj,/42)~> 2. If G contains two remote connected subgraphs of 
order 2, then NC;~(G) denotes min{IN(Hl ) t_J N(Hz)I I Ill and H2 are remote connected 
subgraphs of order 2}; otherwise NC~(G) = n - 22 + 1. If G contains two connected 
subgraphs of order 2 at distance two, then NC2~(G) denotes min{IN(H1)UN(Hz)I]H1 
and//2 are connected subgraphs of order 2 with d(H1,//2) = 2}; otherwise NC2,~(G) = 
n-22+ 1. In particular, we use NC(G) and NC2(G) instead of NCI(G) and NC21(G), 
respectively. We set ak = min{~i=ld(Vi)l{vl,v2 .....vk}is an independent set in G}. 
We mention several classical results in order to increase generality. 
Theorem 1 (Ore [7]). I f  G is a connected graph of order n and tr2(G)>~n - 1, then 
G is traceable. 
In recent literatures on hamiltonian graph theory, many results using large neighbor- 
hood union conditions instead of large degree-sum conditions appeared. Two results 
are the following. 
Theorem 2 (Faudree t al. [4]). I f  G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC( G) >~ 
(2n - 1 )/3, then G is hamiltonian. 
Theorem 3 (Faudree t al. [4]). I f  G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC(G) >~ 
(n -  1)/2, then G is traceable. 
In 1984, Fan established the following result. 
Theorem 4 (Fan [3])). Let G be a 2-connected graph. For any vertices, u, v E V(G), 
if d(u, v) = 2 implies max{d(u), d(v)} t> n/2, then G is hamiltonian. 
By forcing only those vertices at distance two to have large neighborhood unions 
instead of all nonadjacent pairs of vertices, Lindquester got the following two theorems. 
Theorem 5 (Lindquester [6]). I f  G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2( G)>>. 
(2n - 1)/3, then G is hamiltonian. 
Theorem 6 (Lindquester [6]). I f  G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2( G)>1 
(2n-  4)/3, then G is traceable. 
In [5], Li and Tian improved Theorem 6 and obtained the following theorem, which 
was conjectured by Lindquester in [6]. 
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Theorem 7 (Faudree et al. [5]). If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2(G) 
>~(n-  1)/2, then G is traceable. 
Moreover, as in [5], there are two kinds of graphs showing that the bound (n - 1)/2 
is best possible. 
As in [1], Bauer, Fan and Veldman extended Theorems 2, 3, 5 and 6 to the so-called 
D;-cycles and D;-paths. We mention some theorems here. 
Theorem 8 (Bauer et al. [1]). If G is 2-connected and NC2z(G)>~(2n + 3)/3 - 22, 
then G contains a D)-cycle unless n = 0(mod3), n~>32 + 6 and G is a spannin 9 
subgraph of Jn, where Jn is the graph obtained from three disjoint complete graphs 
A1,A2 and/13 of order n/3 by choosing, for i= 1,2,3, two distinct vertices xi and Yi 
in Ai and addin 9 the edges xlx2,x2x3,x3xl, y y2, y2Y3 and y3yl. 
Theorem 9 (Bauer et al. [1]). I f  G is 2-connected and NC~(G)>~(n+ 3)/2-  22, then 
G contains a D)-path. 
Theorem 10 (Bauer et al. [1]). I f  G is 2-connected and NC2~(G)>~(2n + 2)/3 - 22, 
then G contains a D~-path. 
Theorem 7 has not been extended yet and Theorem 10 does not imply Theorem 7, 
but it was conjectured by Bauer, Fan and Veldman in [1] that the bound in Theorem 
10 could be decreased to (n + 3)/2 - 22. Thus, in this paper, we obtain the following 
main result. 
Theorem 11. I f  G is 2-connected graph of order n and NC2~(G)>~(n + 3)/2 - 22, 
then G contains a D;~-path. 
The proof of Theorem 11 is postponed to Section 3. The following graph shows that 
the bound in Theorem 11 is best possible. The graph 4Kp V 1(2 (n = 4p + 2, p>~)t) 
contains no D;~-path with NC2z(4Kp V/(2) -- (n + 2)/2 - 22. 
Since, NC2;~(G)>~NC;~(G), Theorem 11 is more general than Theorem 9. In par- 
ticular, for ~. -- 1, Theorem 11 also solves Lindquester's conjecture and generalizes 
Theorems 3 and 6. 
2. Notations 
In order to prove Theorem 11, we introduce some additional terminology and no- 
tation. If  P is a path in G, we denote by P the path with a given orientation. If 
u,v C V(P),uPv denotes the consecutive vertices on P from u to v in the direction 
specified by P~ The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by v*Pu. We will con- 
sider uPv and vPu both as paths and as vertex sets. We write u + for the successor 
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of u on P and u- for its predecessor. We write u ++ and u - -  for (u +)+ and (u - ) - ,  
respectively. If H is a connected subgraph of G, u, v E N(H)U V(H), then uHv denotes 
a path whose two end-vertices are u and v, and its internal vertices are all in V(H). 
If P is a path in G, let/-/1 and/-/2 be subgraphs of G such that V(P)N V(H1 ) ~ 0 
and V(P)nV(H2) ~ O, we write dp(HI,H2) for the length of a shortest path on P 
starting at a vertex of H1 and ending at a vertex of/-/2. 
For any graph H, by cot(H) we denote the number of components of H with order 
at least t; in particular, cot(H) = co(H). 
As in [1], i fP  is an oriented path and v E V(P), then we call H1 a (P, v,t)-subgraph 
if each of the following requirements holds: 
(i) HI is connected and has order t; 
(ii) 0 ¢ V(H1)nV(P) = vPw for some vertex w EV(P); 
(iii) i f / /2  satisfies (i) and (ii), then V(HI)OV(P)C_V(H2)NV(P). 
A (P,, v, t)-subgraph is similarly defined. (In (ii), replace vPw by vPw). 
3. Proof of Theorem 11 
The techniques used in proving Theorem 11 are heavily based on those used to get 
the main result in [5]. We generalize the idea in [5] to D~-path. 
First, we state the following lemma, which is important in proving Theorem 11. 
Lemma 1 (Bauer et al. [1]). Ift>~2, then NC2t(G)>.NC2~(G)- 2( t -  2). 
We assume that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 11, but G contains no D~-path. 
Set t + 1 = min{i [ G has a Di-path}, so that t~>2. 
Let P be a Dr+l-path in G, whose first (last, respectively) vertex is denoted by 
XF(XL, respectively), satisfyng the following conditions: 
(i) cot(G\ V(P)) is minimum among all Dt+l-paths of G; 
(ii) Under (i), denote HF to be a (P, XF, t)-subgraph, such that x E N(HF)n V(P) 
and de(HF,X) is maximum; 
(iii) Under (ii), denote Ht to be a (P,, xt, t)-subgraph, such that x* E N(HL)N V(P) 
and de(HF,X*) is minimum. 
For a chosen Dr+l-path P,  we denote P -- Xl(= XF)X2'' "Xm-lXm(= Xt) and x = xj, 
X* ~ X 1. 
For convenience, given oriented path ff and a subgraph H in G, by Nt(H) we 
denote the set of vertices x such that there is a (v,x)-path of length at least one with 
all internal vertices in V(G)\ V(P), for some v E V(H). In particular, N(H)C N~(H). 
Then we obtain the following result. 
Claim 2. (i) Nt(HF) fq {Xj+l,Xj+2 ..... Xm} = 0; 
(ii) N'(HL) fq {x1,x2 .. . . .  Xl-l } ~- O. 
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Assuming to the contrary, let xk E N~(HF), j + l<~k<~m, i.e., there exists a path 
P* = yly2"''yrXk connecting HF with xk. Since HF is connected, G[V(P)n V(HF)] is 
connected with Yl by a path Q in HF, whose internal vertices are all in V(G)\V(P). 
So we can choose Xp E V(P) n V(HF), such that p is as small as possible and Xp is 
connected with yl by Q (see [8, Theorem 2] or [1, Theorem 43]). We consider the path 
P' : yrP*ylQXpPXkPXm, then U is also a Dr+l-path. In fact, let L be the component 
- . .+  
of G\V(P') containing the vertices of XlPXp_l (if p ¢ 1), then ILl < t, otherwise 
contradicting the definition of (P,,XF, t)-subgraph. Let H' be a (U, Yr, t)-subgraph and 
----+ 
u be the first vertex on P such that u ~ V(HF). Noting that V(H ~) n (uPxm) = 
and u E V(F), it is easy to see that ogt(G\P')~ogt(G\P), but dp,(H',xk)>>.luPxk[ > 
[uPx/[ = de(HF,Xj), contradicting the choice (ii) of Dr+l-path P. This shows that, 
indeed, N'(HF) N {xj+l,xj+2 .... ,xm} = O. 
The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i) and is omitted here. 
Thus, we complete the proof of Claim 2. [] 
For convenience, we introduce the following notation. If H is a (P,,x,t)-subgraph 
((P, x, t)-subgraph, respectively) and y E N'(H). Since H is connected, again by the 
definition of N'(H), there exists some vertex x* E V(H)N V(P) such that there is 
an (x*,y)-path Q satisfying (Q\{x*,y}) N v(P) -- 0; in particular, if y E N(H), we 
can choose Q satisfying Q\{y} c_ H. We always denote by xH the vertex x* such that 
IxPx*l (I x~x* I, respectively) is as small as possible, and by P,~ the path Q connecting 
xH and y. 
With the choice of HF above, we can get the following: 
Claim 3. There exist two consecutive vertices Xq,Xq+l E {xl,x2 . . . . .  xj} (noting 
that Xq ~ xj) and a connected subgraph H~ of order t, such that Xq E V(H~), 
Xq+l ~ V(H~) and HF is not connected with H~ by any path whose internal vertices 
are all in V(G)\V(P). 
In fact, we can prove the claim by giving the following algorithm: 
Step 0: Let Xq ~ xj_l and Xq+l ~ x/; Denote by Q the path xqPxn~Ptc~Xq+lPXm; 
Step l: Denote by H~ a Xq, t)-subgraph and by u the first vertex on xqPXl such 
that u ~ H~; if u C HF, then go to Step 5; 
Step 2: If there exists no path, whose internal vertices are all in G\ V(P), connecting 
HF and H~, then H~ is required, halt. 
Step 3: Choose one pathP S, whose internal vertices are all in G\V(P), connecting 
HF with H~; With the similar way in the proof of Claim 2, we can choose one end- 
vertex denoted by xH; of P~ in V(P)nV(H~) and another end-vertex in V(P)AV(HF), 
denoted by XHF, such that XHF is as close to xl along P as possible; 
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Step 4: Let Xq+ 1 g:= XH~,X q <=: XH~ and ~9 be a path xqPxl# ~Xq+lexm, go to 
Step 1; 
Step 5: xy is a cut vertex, halt. 
It is easy to see that this algorithm will halt after finite steps. Naturally, H7 (obtained 
in Step 1) has the property: N'(H~)fq {xj+l,xj+2 .... ,Xm } = 0 (since its proof is similar 
to that of Claim 2, we omit it here). If the algorithm halts at Step 2, we have obtained 
the required subgraph HT; otherwise, it stops at Step 5, we consider all subgraphs H* 
(at Step 1) and HF, noting that the union U of these subgraphs includes Xm,X2 ..... xj-1. 
By the property of H7 (mentioned above), we have known that all obtained H7 and 
HF do not connect o {xj+l,xj+2 .... ,Xm} by any path whose internal vertices are all 
in G\V(P). Noting that {xl,x2 ..... xj- l} C U, we have that {xj+bxj+2,...,x~} is not 
connected with {xi,x2 . . . . .  xj-1 } by any path whose internal vertices are all in G\V(P). 
So vertex xj is a cut vetex in G, which contradicts the 2-connectedness of G. Thus, 
the proof of Claim 3 is complete. [] 
In the similar algorithm, we have the following: 
Claim 4. I f  j<~l, then there exist two consecutive vertices Xs-l,Xs E {xt,xt+l . . . . .  Xm} 
(noting that xs # xt) and a connected subgraph H~ of order t, such that xs-i f~ 
V(H~),xs E V(H~) and IlL does not connect to H~ by any path whose internal 
vertices are all in V(G)\V(P). 
Using Claim 3, we have the following 
Claim 5. There must exist two connected subgraphs H( and H(' of order t in 
a\{xj+l, xj+2 ..... Xm}, such that d(H(,H;') = 2. 
In fact, by Claim 3, there exist two consecutive vertices Xq,Xq+lE{Xl,X 2 . . . . .  Xj} and 
a connected graph H~ of order t, such that Xq ~ V(H~),Xq+l q~ V(H*) and HF is not 
connected with H~ by any path whose internal vertices are all in G\V(P). From the 
proof of Claim 3, there exists a path P*, whose internal vertices are all in G\ V(P), 
connecting HF with Xq+l such that V(P*) f3 V(H~) = O. 
Without loss of generality, we can choose P* = Xpyly2".yrXq+l, satisfying 
Xp E V(P)N V(HF) and p is as small as possible. With the similar way in Claim 
2, we also obtain a Dr+l-path P--; = yrP~ylxp-Pxq+lPx,n. Let H~ be H* and H(' be a 
(U,yr, t)-subgraph. It is easy to see that H( and H(' do not connect o each other by 
any path whose internal vertices are all in G\V(P), otherwise contradicting Claim 3. 
Certainly, d(H(,H(') = 2. Thus, we complete the proof of Claim 5. [] 
In the similar way, using Claim 4, we obtain the following: 
Claim 6. I f  j <~ l, then there must exist two connected subgraphs H i and H~' of order 
t in G\{Xl,X2 ..... xt-l} such that d(H~,H~') = 2. 
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Moreover, using Claims 5 and 6, we can obtain the following result. 
Claim 7. l < j. 
Assuming, to the contrary, that j~< l. By Claims 5 and 6, there exist connected 
subgraphs H(, H(', H i and H i' of order t (mentioned above), such that d(H(, H(') = 
2 and d(H~, Hi' ) = 2. It is easy to see that H(,H(',H~ and H i' are pairwise disjoint. 
Morever, (N(H() U N(H~')) N (N(HI) U N(HI')) C_{xj}. Thus, we get the following: 
tN(H[) U N(H~')I + IN(HI) O N(H~')I 
<~ IN(H;) U N(H~') U N(HI) U N(H~')[ + 1 
<n u/4  u Hi'l +1  = -4 t .  
So we have 
2NC2t(G) <~ IN(H() u N(H(')I + [N(H~) u N(H~')I ~<n + 1 - 4t. 
By Lemma 1, we obtain 
NC2;~(G) <~NC2t(G) +2(t - 2) ~< - -  - 
n+l  
22, 
which contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 11. Thus we complete the proof of 
Claim 7. [] 
Proof of Theorem 11. We assume that G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 11, but 
G contains no D;-path. Choose t and P as above. 
Since G contains no Dr-path, by the choice of t, G\V(P) has a component H0 
of order t. Set k = IN(H0)[. Then k~>2. Let xi~,xi: . . . . .  xik be the neighbors of H0, 
occurring on P in the order of their indices. Let H i be a x +, t)-subgraph, Hr* 
a x~.~,t)-subgraph, r : 1,2 . . . . .  k -  1, and HI a (P,x+,t)-subgraph. Using the 
similar proof of [8, Theorem 2] or [1, Theorem 43], we obtain the following claim 
easily. 
Claim 8. (i) Ho,HF,H(,H i ..... H[_I,HL are pairwise remote; 
(ii) Ho, HF,H~,H~ ..... H~_I,HL are pairwise remote; 
(iii) ' ' ' Ho,HF,H1,H i ..... H[ are pairwise remote, too. 
Now, we consider the following cases, in each of which we get a contradiction. 
Case 1:i2 < j. 
In this case, we denote a (P, xj+l, t)-subgraph and a (P,, x~, t)-subgraph by H and H2, 
respectively. We consider two pairs of subgraphs: H0 and HE, HF and H. By Claim 
2 and the choice of neighbors of H0, it is easily seen that the four subgraphs are 
pairwise remote. Moreover, d(HF,H)= 2 and d(Ho, H2)= 2. Let u2 (u, respectively) 
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be the first vertex on x~Pxi,(xfPx,n, respectively) such that u2 ~ V(H2)(u f~ V(H), 
respectively). Set U = (N(Ho) U N(H2))\{u2,xj}, W = V(G)\(N(HF) U N(H)), then 
we define a function f : U --* V(G) by 
x i fx  E V(P); 
f(x) = if x q~ V(P). 
We now show the following: 
Claim 9. l f  x E U, then f(x) ~ N(HF) UN(H). 
Assuming that it is not true, let x q U such that f(x) E N(HF)tAN(H), it is easy 
to see that f (x)  E V(P), otherwise contradicting the choice (i) of P. So we consider 
the following subcases, in each of which we get a contradiction. 
Subcase 1.1: f(x) E XlPXi,. 
In this subcase, it is obvious that x E N(H2). If f(x) ----- x + E N(H), then we con- 
sider the path Q:  XmPXI4P, x+--ffxi, Hoxi2PxjPHrXHF-PXPI42XH2PX +. NOW, let L~/, LHF 
and LH: be the components of G\V(Q) containing the vertices x~px + (if there ex- 
ists x~r E V(H)), x~rPxl (if there exists XH- ~ E V(HF)) and x+2-Px72 (if there exists 
x+2 E V(H2)), respectively, then IZ~,l < t, ILeal < t and ILM2I < t, otherwise contra- 
dicting the choices of H, HF and//2, respectively, Hence, indeed, P* is a Dr+l-path. 
If f(x) = x + E N(HF), we take the path P*" XmPXi~Hoxi,-Pxn2PH:xPXHFPHFx+-Pxi?. 
Similarly, we can prove that P* is a Dr+l-path. Moreover, we have tot(G\V(P*)) < 
tot(G \ V(P)), contradicting the choice of Dt+ 1-path P. 
Subcase 1.2: f(x) E x+Pxi2. 
In this subcase, by the definition of f ,  x ~ N(Ho), then x E N(H2). Thus, we 
obtain another Dt+l-path P* : XmPxr4PHx+PxI42Pt42xPxi~Hoxi2PxjPHrxI4~-ffx~ (if 
f(x) E N(H)) or X,nPxi2HoXi, PxPH2xH2Px+PH~XHF-fixF, (if f(x) E N(HF)). When 
f(x) = x + by the definition of f ,  then x = xi,, we also obtain the same D/+l-path. 
11 ' 
Moreover, we have tot(G\V(P*)) < tot(G\V(P)), which contradicts the choice of 
Dr+l-path P. 
Subcase 1.3: f (x)  E x+-fixj. 
In this subcase, if x E N(Ho), by Claim 8 and the definition of f ,  then f(x) ([ 
N(HF), so f(x) E N(H). We obtain another Dr+l-path P*:  XmPXHPHx+-PxjPmxI-IF-Pxi, 
Hoxpx +. Moreover, tot(G\V(P*)) < tot(a\v(P)). If x E N(H2), by the definition of 
f ,  we obtain another D,+l-path P*: X m PXHPHX + PXjPHFXHF, exil aoxi2-PxPH2XH2 ~ex + (if 
f(x) E N(H)) or XmPx+Pe~xH~PXi, nOxi2-PxPn~xn2Px + (if f(x) E N(HF)). Moreover, 
og,(G\V(P*)) < tot(G\V(P)), contradicting the choice of Dt+l-path P. 
Subcase 1.4: f(x) E u+Pxrn. 
In this subcase, by Claim 2 and the definition of f ,  we have f(x)9(N(HF), then 
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f (x)  • N(H). Thus we obtain another Dr+l-path P* : XmPX+PHXH-PXHoXfi--fixjPHFXHF 
Pxff ( i fx • N(Ho)) or xmPX+PHXyPxPg2XH2PXi~goxi2pxjPnFXg~-fix~ ( i fx • N(H2)). 
Moreover, we have oot(G\V(P*)) < c%(G\V(P)), which contradicts the choice of 
Dr+l-path P. 
Thus, the proof of Claim 9 is complete. [53 
Therefore, f(U)C_ W. Note that f is an injection. Combing this fact with Claim 9, 
we conclude that 
IN(Ho) U N(H2)I - 2 ~< IUI 
= I f (U) l  
< IWl -  IHoUHFUHzUHI 
= n - - IN(HF)UN(H) I -  IHoUHFUH2 UHI. 
Thus, we have 
2NC2t(G) <, IN(H0) U N(H2)I + IN(HF) U N(H)I 
~<n+2-4t .  
By Lemma 1, we obtain 
NC2~(G) <~ NC2t(G) + (t - 2) 
n+2 
~< - -  - 22, 
2 
which contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 11. 
Case 2: j = i2. 
case, we denote a (p,x+,t)-subgraph and a (P,x~,t)-subgraph by H and In this 
+__ 
H2, respectively. Let u be the first vertex on x~Pxi,, such that u ¢ V(H2). It is 
easy to see that d(Ho,H2) = 2 and d(HF,H) = 2. Set U = (N(Ho) U N(H2))\ {u, xj}, 
W = V(G)\(N(HF)UN(H)), we define a function f :  U --* V(G) by 
x i fx  C V(P); 
f (x )  = 
x if x f[ V(P). 
With the similar argument in Case 1, we obtain the following: 
C l a i m  10. I f  x E U, then f(x) q[N(HF)UN(H). 
Therefore, f (U)  C W. Note that f is an injection. Combining this fact with Claim 10, 
we conclude that 
]N(Ho) U N(H2)[ - 2 = ]U] 
= I f (v ) l  
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< IWl - IHo UHE UH2 UHI 
= n - -  IN(HE) u N(H)I - IHo u HF U 1-I2 u HI. 
Thus, we have 
2NC2t( G) <~ IN(no) U N(H2)I + IN(HE) U N(H)I 
~<n+2-4t .  
By Lemma 1, we obtain 
NC2;~(G) <<. NC2t(G) + 2(t - 2) 
n+2 
~< - -  - 22, 
2 
which contradicts the hypothesis of Theorem 11. 
Case 3: il < j  < i2. 
In this case, denote a (-P, xj+bt)-subgraph and a (P, xik+l,t)-subgraph by H and 
Hk, respectively. We consider two pairs of subgraphs: H0 and Hk, HE and H. By 
Claim 2 and the choice of neighbors of H0, it is easy to see that the four subgraphs are 
pairwise remote. Moreover, d(HE,H) --- 2 and d(Ho,Hk) = 2. Let u (uk, respectively) 
be the first vertex on xf-fixi2 (x+-fiX,n, respectively) such that u ([ V(H) (uk ([ V(Hk), 
respectively). Set U = (N(Ho) U N(Hk))\ {xik,xj} and W = V(G)\(N(HF) U N(H)),  
we define a function f : U ~ V(G) by 
i i f  x E Xl-PXi k; 
f(x) -- - if x E uk-PXm; 
if X (d V(P). 
We now show the following: 
Cla im 11. I f  x C U, then f(x) fd N(HF) U N(H). 
Assuming that it is not true, let x E U such that f(x) E N(HE)ON(H). It is easily 
seen that f(x) E V(P) by the definition of f ,  otherwise contradicting the choice (i) 
of P. So we consider the following subcases, in each of which we get a contradiction. 
Subcase 3.1: f(x) E xl-fixi,. 
In this subcase, by the definition of f ,  then x f[ N(Ho), so x E N(Hk). Thus, 
we obtain another Dt+l-path P*:  XmPXH, PHkXPXHFPH~Xj'-fixi~HoXi, PxuPHX +. PX~ (if 
f(x) E N(H)) or XmPXHkPHkXPXH~PH~X+-Pxi, HoX Px + (if f(x) E N(HF)). Moreover, 
we have @(G\V(P*))<oh(G\V(P)), contradicting the choice of Dt+l-path P. 
Subcase 3.2: f(x) E x+-fixj. 
In this subcase, by the definition of f ,  then x~N(Ho), so xEN(Hk). Thus, we ob- 
tain another Dr+l-path P*:  XmPXHkPHkXPxi, HoxikPXHPHX+PxjPHrxHrPXi~ (if f(x) E 
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N(H)) or XmPXH~PHkxPxi, HoXi, Px+PHrXHF--Px~ (if f (x )  C N(HF)). When f (x )  = x + l 1 ' 
by the definition of f ,  then x = xi,, so we also obtain the same Dt+l-path. Moreover, 
we have ogt(G\V(P*))< wt(G\V(P)), which contradicts the choice of Dr+l-path P. 
Subcase 3.3: f (x)  C u+Pxik (Note that Xi ([ U). 
In this subcase, by the choice of P and the definition of f ,  then f (x )  f[ N(HF), so 
f (x ) E N ( H ). Thus, we obtain another Dr+l-path P* " XmPX+ PHXt4-PxHoxi, PxjPHvXHr 
px~ (i fx E N(Ho)) or  Xrn~'PxHkPHkXpXHPHX+PxikHoxit PXjPHFXHFPX~ ( i fx E N(Hk)). 
Moreover, we have @(G\V(P*)) < wt(G\V(P)), which contradicts the choice of 
Dr+l-path P. 
Subcase 3.4: f (x)  C x+PXm (note that f (x )  ¢ xm). 
In this subcase, by the definition of f and U, x q{ N(Ho), then x E N(Hk). By 
the choice of P, we have f (x)  ([ N(HF), then x E N(H). Thus, we obtain another 
Dr+l-path P* : Xm'ffxPH~XH~-Px--PHXH--PxikHoXi~-PXjPHFXH~'PxiT" Moreover, we have 
oot(G\V(P*)) < ogt(G\V(P)), which contradicts the choice of Dr+l-path P. 
Thus, the proof of Claim 11 is complete. [] 
Therefore, f (U)  C_ W. Note that f is an injection. Combining this fact with Claim 10, 
we conclude that 
(1) | f  uk does not exist, we have 
IN(Ho)UN(Hk)I - 2 ~< IUI  
= I f (U) l  
< IWl - IHo UH~ Milk UHI .  
(2) If uk exists, we also have 
IN(Ho)UN(Hk)I-2 ~< IUI  
= I f (U) l  
IWl  - I(Ho UHF UH~ U H) \{u[} l  - 1, 
where we subtract one since x,, has not been counted yet. 
Since u[ E Hk, we obtain the following: 
IN(Ho) u N(Hk)I -- 2 < IWl -- (IHo UHF U/4k UH[  - 1) - 1 
= IWl -  IHo UHF U Hk UHI .  
Combining (1) and (2), we have the following: 
IN(Ho)UN(Hk)] - 2 <. IWI - IHo UHF UHk UHI 
= n - IN(HF) U N(H)I - 4t. 
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Thus, 
2NC2t( G) <~ ]N(Ho)UN(Hk)I  + IN(HF ) U N(H)] 
~<n+2-4t .  
By Lemma 1, we obtain 
NC2~(G) <~ NC2t(G) -4- 2(t - 2) 
n+2 
~< - -  - 22, 
2 
which contradicts the hypothesis of  Theorem 11. 
Case 4: j<~il. 
In this case, by Claim 7, there must be / < j (  ~< il ). We consider analogous ubcases 
to those used in Case 1. Denote a (p,x~-,t)-subgraph and a (p,x+,t)-subgraph by H 
and H*, respectively. We consider two pairs of  subgraphs: H0 and H*, H and Hr. By 
Claim 2 and the choice of  neighbors of  H0, it is easily seen that the four subgraphs 
are pairwise remote. Moreover, d(Ho,H*) = 2 and d(H, HL) = 2. A similar argument 
used in Case 1 shows that this leads to a contradiction. We omit it here. 
The proof of  Theorem 11 is complete. [] 
Note added in proof: After the submission of  this paper to Discrete Mathematics, we 
became aware of  the existence of the manuscript of  Professor Ren Shijun entitled 'A 
sufficient condition for graphs with large neighborhood unions to be traceable', on a 
closely related subject. That paper appears in this same volume of Discrete Mathematics 
on pages 229-234. 
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